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Finding the future
Messaging apps
How to engage audiences on the messaging apps and

in unlikely places:
and chatbots

chatbots where they now spend most of their time
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T

hat website redesign you
just launched at great
expense? Forget about it.
All those apps you
paid tens of thousands
of dollars to build? Dust
bin.
Meet the f ut ure:
Chatbots and messaging apps.
Some tech experts say chatbots and messaging apps will replace all of it.
They will be faster, smarter, easier to use,
friendlier, more targeted, more secure, more
personal, more satisfying, and more widely used
than websites, apps, and social media.
And they could be right.
While we weren’t paying attention in March
2015, the top four messaging apps passed the top
four social media sites (including Facebook!) in
popularity, according to Business Insider.
Chatbots and messaging apps will address
consumers’ personal and professional needs
and interests and, if a wildly popular chatbot in
China and Japan (Xiaoice, pronounced “Shaoice”) is any indication, chatbots will also become
readers’ “friends”.
Think I’m kidding?
Twenty-four percent of the 40 million users
of that Xiaoice chatbot in China and Japan have
told ‘her” that they love “her”. That’s ten million
people who “love” a robot.
And, guess what? Hard on the heels of chatbots are voice-activated “Internet of Things”
(IoT) devices like
Amazon Echo’s Alexa
and Google Home’s
Assistant that will
reply to consumers’
verbal commands and
deliver audio content
immediately. (See our
Tech chapter!)
But we’re getting ahead of ourselves.
You might have only just begun to feel that
you have finally managed to get a handle on
the whole mobile thing. That’s no small feat.
Congrats!
So I can feel your pain when you hear that
there’s yet another “game-changer” that will
force you to alter course YET AGAIN to be able
to create new types of content for another new
platform!

BILLIONS OF
USERS: Messaging
apps like Facebook
Messenger have
accumulated billions
of users: WeChat
(1.1b), WhatsApp (1b),
Facebook Messenger
(1b), QQ Messenger
(860m), Viber (800m),
and Kik (300m).

Ten million users of the
Chinese chatbot called
Xiaoice have told “her” that
they “love her”.

Some of you might
not even know what a
chatbot is. Ask your
teenage children. Or
if you have an iPhone
and have ever asked
“Siri” a question, you’ve used a chatbot.

What are messaging apps and chatbots?
So let’s set the stage: What exactly are messaging
apps and chatbots?
• MESSAGING APPS: Messaging apps are conversation platforms like WeChat (1.1 billion
registered users), WhatsApp (1 billion users),
Facebook Messenger (1 billion), QQ Messenger
(860 million), Viber (800 million), and Kik (300
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million). There are other messaging apps that
are photo-based like Snapchat (150 million)
and Instagram (500 million). All are designed
to facilitate communication between friends,
and do not serve as a content feed like Facebook. It’s all about pure, focused, personal chat.
And chat they do: Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg announced in spring 2016 that Facebook
Messenger and Facebook’s WhatsApp together
now process 60 billion messages a day, triple
what all SMS services did at their peak (20
billion/day).
• CHATBOTS: Chatbots are interactive text or
voice apps that live on messaging apps and
that can ask and answer consumer questions.
There are two types of chatbots, one is based
on rules and can only respond to very specific

commands with pre-programmed answers. If
a consumer says or types the “wrong” words or
asks a question the chatbot wasn’t programmed
to answer, the bot doesn’t know what to do.
This so-called “rule-based” bot is only as smart
as it is programmed to be and cannot get any
smarter. The other type of chatbot uses machine learning, or basically an artificial brain,
AKA artificial intelligence (AI). So users do
not have to ask precisely the right question.
Machine-learning bots understand language,
not just pre-programmed phrases, and they
continuously get smarter as they learn from
every conversation.
Messaging goes back to the SMS (Short Message Service or texts) that has been part of your
mobile phones for a long time, while chatbots go
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back fifty years to MIT scientist Joseph Weizenbaum who created a psychotherapist chatbot
called Eliza that imitated human conversations
well enough to convince some users that they
were actually chatting with a real psychotherapist.
The recent dominance of messaging apps and
the sudden explosion of chatbots can be traced
to their simplicity and personalisation — for
messaging apps, it’s the pure, in-the-moment
chatting with friends without any newsfeed

or other outside interferences based on algorithms. With chatbots, it’s the ease of not having to launch another app plus the immediate,
personal response.
The popularity of messaging apps is so great
that the users of the top four messaging apps
(Facebook’s Messenger, WhatsApp, WeChat,
and Viber)) now outnumber the users of the top
four social media platforms (Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram, and LinkedIn), according to Business Insider Intelligence.

Successful chatbots
To give you a sense of what makes a successful chatbot, here are ten examples
from health and fashion to news, food and more

China’s Xiaoice

CHATBOTS
CAN LEARN:
Some chatbots
are preprogrammed to
answer specific
questions
while others
use artificial
intelligence
(AI) to learn
from every
“conversation”.
INNOVATION IN MAGAZINE MEDIA 2017-2018

Xiaoice (pronounced “shaoice”) is an advanced natural
language chat-bot launched
by Microsoft in May 2014
that today boasts of having
40 million users. “Her” name
translates roughly to “Little
Bing,” after the Microsoft
search engine.
As an advanced artificial
intelligence bot, she can
remember details from all
previous conversations with
users such as a job change,
new boyfriend, new car,
etc., and enquire in later
conversations about how the
user is feeling.
“When I am in a bad mood, I
will chat with her,” Gao Yixin, a
24-year-old who works in the oil
industry in Shandong Province,
told The New York Times.
“Xiaoice is very intelligent.”
Xiaoice is far more successful
at engaging users than
most chatbots. In terms of
conversations per session
(CPS) — the number of backand-forth comments there
are in a single session — the
average measure for chatbots
is 1.5 to 2.5 exchanges.
Xiaoice’s CPS is 23!
Xiaoice also comes across
as more human than most
chatbots, with a linguistic

naturalness score of 4.32
(actual humans only average
4.76). “Many people said
they didn’t realise she isn’t a
human until 10 minutes into
their conversation.” wrote
Microsoft’s Dr. Yongdong
Wang.
Microsoft plans to add a
shopping assistant function
as well as voice recognition to
work with home appliances.

a monthly magazine but don’t
have the personal relationship
with people,” Chandler added.
On the lighter side, if
Tina is confronted with
any profanities, she responds
with “You don’t want to get
on my bad side, so let’s keep
things clean.”

Quartz

National Geographic

T-Rex Chatbot

Tina is a talking T-Rex dinosaur.
Well, she is actually a National
Geographic chatbot who
“talks” with kids about herself
to help them learn about
dinosaurs.
The bot was created for free for
National Geographic by tech
company RehabStudio.
“It’s a brand awareness tool,
really the ultimate aim is to
drive magazine subscriptions,”
NatGeo digital editor Gemma
Chandler told Digiday.
Chandler said the company
is also looking to give editors
insights into what kids really
want to know about dinosaurs
so they can make more
informed decisions about
content strategy. “We put out
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Quartz, a financial news outlet
from Atlantic Media, is among
many news outlets launching
chatbots.
Using a team of six editors
in Washington and London,
readers get a message in
a messaging app. It’s not
a classic headline or an
excerpt from an article but a
conversational blurb written in
the style of a messaging app:
like a casual text from a friend,
consistent with the context of
the platform.
A hyperlink next to the text
bubble lets readers click to
read the story. Sometimes
readers get a GIF as well.
“It’s intuitive because it’s a
format that we use everyday
— iMessage, Facebook
Messenger, and Slack,” head
designer Daniel Lee told Wired.
“It’s intimate because it’s a
one-on-one conversation with
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Fine. While all that is quite impressive and
fascinating, the real question is: How can media
companies profitably play in these spaces?
Doubters have pointed to the personal nature
of messaging apps as a barrier to outsiders like
content creators and advertisers horning in.
“Typically, messaging apps have been about
one-to-one, peer-to-peer communication,” Outbrain’s head of product Matt Crenshaw told The
Drum. “But if you think about it, that’s where
things like email started, and obviously email
has since become a massive service beyond just
emailing your close friends. We think messaging
apps are going in the same direction.”
If media companies can figure out a way to
make a personal connection with messaging app
users, those conversations with readers would
occur inside the chat environments consumers
are already addicted to, not in a separate content
app which they would have to open and for which
they may not have developed a habit.

Better engagement than the web and
native apps
Neither the web nor bespoke native apps offer
media companies the same kind of connection
messaging apps do. “[Media companies] can engage with a user on the web or via an app, [but
they] consume content and leave, there’s no way
to follow-up with them, [and] apps are expensive
to get users to install, and few people install apps,”
Chatfuel Dmitrii Dumik told TechCrunch. Messaging apps and bots can provide a more engaging
experience and may grow to be as important as
the mobile app today — just more convenient and

“Content
distributed over
messaging makes
up as much as
20 per cent of
website traffic
of [our] clients,
which include
Business Insider
and NowThis”
Max Koziolek
Founder and CEO of Spectrm

light for users, Dumik said.
Messaging apps and chat bots are appealing
to businesses outside of tech and publishing.
“Aside from technology leaders, large companies from sectors such as finance (Royal Bank
of Scotland), toy manufacturing (Mattel), food
(Domino’s), media (Disney) and the automotive
industry (Renault) now actively use chatbots to
initiate dialogues and spur conversations with
customers,” wrote Mariya Yao on LinkedIn.
Yao is head of design at TopBot, a digital agency specialising in chatbot and conversational
experiences. Other businesses like HP, Taco
Bell and 1-800-Flowers are also experimenting
with “conversational commerce” by employing
chatbots on messaging platforms to drive sales.
“It’s a rare moment when it becomes clear
that a technological revolution is upon us, and I
believe we’re in the midst of one such transition
right now,” wrote Chris Messina in Medium in
September 2016. “Even if you haven’t realised
it yet, bots are everywhere. If you’ve ever talked
to Siri, scheduled an appointment over email
with someone named Amy Ingram, or set up a
team meeting with a curiously helpful assistant
in Slack, you’ve already had a close encounter
with a bot!”
Messaging apps and chat bots are coming
along at a propitious time in tech and media
history.

(messaging apps) where their readers are already
hanging out in great numbers.
If media companies reach consumers on a
messaging app, the reader doesn’t have to stop
what they’re doing (messaging), they just use the
same messaging app to interact with the publisher. There’s no opening a new app or launching a
browser and trying to find the media company’s
website.
“No one wants to have to install a new app
for every business or service that they want to
interact with,” Facebook founder and CEO Mark
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Almost all consumers prefer bots for
quick answers
Apparently, media companiess will not have a
tough sell on their hands. Almost 9 out of 10 consumers (89 per cent) would prefer to quickly find
information via a conversation with a chatbot
rather than having to open a mobile app or do

Successful chatbots
somebody.”
The exchange is not really
a conversation, but a series
of options the bot offers the
reader, such as an emoji that
means “tell me more” or a text
question saying “anything else?”
The only drawback? It’s an
app. It’s not on any of the
messaging apps, thus vastly
reducing its potential reach.
But that probably won’t be the
case for long.

Salesforce
Bot

The Salesforce
Bot, for
internal use
obviously,
can be programmed to, for
example, alert your sales reps
when a new lead is assigned.

Hipmunk

Chatbots are rising as apps failing
The last big thing — mobile apps — that were once
so wildly popular (4.5 million available today)
are today so very, well, yesterday. The novelty of
trying out new apps is all but gone. No one wants
to download another new app to go along with all
the other apps they don’t use anymore.
In 2016, nearly half of all US smartphone
users downloaded no apps. None.
Worse, only 13 per cent of US smartphone
users accounted for more than half of all app
downloads. Worse still, less than 25 per cent of
those who did download an app actually went
back to their new app the next day, according to
Appboy, a provider of mobile marketing software. By the end of the first week, retention
dropped to 11 per cent.
So, how is a publisher to get content into consumers’ hands and create a relationship?
Into the void come chatbots. Media companies can now insert themselves into the places

Zuckerberg told the F8 developer conference in
April 2016. “We think that you should just be
able to message a business in the same way that
you message a friend.”

Baidu’s Doctor Bot

Baidu – The “Google of China”
launched Melody, a medical
chatbot inside the Baidu
Doctor app to help patients
understand their medical
problem and speed up
treatment.

H&M’s Kik
Bot Shop

H&M’s Kik Bot
Shop offers
on-demand
styling
and outfit
inspiration for teens. Users
upload a photo of a piece of
clothing and the bot reviews
H&M’s lines to build a whole
outfit.

Travellers ask the Hello
Hipmunk chatbot for travel
advice as well as flight and
hotel information on Skype
or Facebook Messenger. On
Skype, users can have group
chats to talk with friends and
family without ever having to
leave the chat room.

The Guardian’s Sous-Chef
The Guardian created a “souschef” chatbot to offer readers
recipes based on what was
in their refrigerator. The bot
was h ampered by its lack of
artificial intelligence; it could
not reply to questions that had
not been programmed into it.
Some users got frustrated and
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stopped using it.

British Vogue’s Fashion
Update bot

In February 2017, British Vogue
launched Vogue Fashion
Update, the first Facebook
Messenger bot allowing users
to personalise their fashion
news. Coinciding with London
Fashion Week, the bot lets
users to follow their favourite
designers and receive the
latest news on their device via
Facebook Messenger. The bot
will evolve over time to provide
more personalisation and
interaction..

Tommy Hilfiger NY
Fashion Week Bot

Unlike Burberry, Hilfiger
chose to go with artificial
intelligence, enabling TMY.
GRL bot to learn to understand
reader interests, context, and
intent to be able to predict
and provide increasingly
personalised information for
each user at scale.
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a web search on their own, according to a 2016
study by Opus Research and Nuance Communications.
Additionally, we won’t be blazing a new trail.
WeChat has bots for users to shop or pay bills.
Facebook Messenger has bots that provide the
same kinds of services you’d have to go to multiple websites or apps for: weather forecasts, news
updates, flower deliveries. Instead of closing
one app and opening others, or opening new
browser windows and clicking several screens,
Messenger users just tap and send text messages.
“If you want to reach a broad audience, you
can’t hope that people will specifically open up
your app; you have to reach them where they
are, which is inside existing messaging apps like
Apple’s iMessage,” wrote financial journalist
Felix Salmon on fusion.net.
“When (financial news service) Quartz becomes another person I’m regularly getting
messages from, alongside my friends and family, that’s when it starts building real value for
itself,” wrote Salmon. “For anybody trying to
build a brand today, messaging is clearly the

How to build
a chatbot
Isn’t building
an artificial
intelligence
chatbot like
building a rocket
ship?
Nope.
Actually, the hardest
thing to do is decide
exactly what you want
the chatbot to do.
“It’s hard to balance
that urge to just dogpile the latest thing
when you’re feeling
like there’s a land grab
or gold rush about to
happen all around you
and that you might
get left behind,” Ryan
Block, co-founder
of Begin.com, told
ChatBots Magazine.
“But in the end quality
wins out. Everyone will
be better off if there’s
laser focus on building
great bot products

that are meaningfully
differentiated.”
Keep it simple, keep
it focused, keep it
rewarding. And don’t
promise too much.
Choose your platform
(Facebook Messenger,
Slack, etc.), set up a
server to run your bot
from, and choose the
service you’ll use to
build it.
There are quite a few
services to choose
from, including
Outbrain, the creators
of “recommended”
stories at the bottom
of so many websites.
Turns out, Outbrain’s
main business makes
them a powerful ally
in the new chatbot
creation business.
Outbrain gives cashstrapped (and other)
media companies
a template chatbot
which they can tailor
to their needs with
minimal investment.
The beauty of working

most important new area to conquer, and right
now the field is wide open.”
“If you’re not mobile-native these days, you’re
simply not where the world’s attention is,” wrote
Salmon.

Good bots are like having a personal
conversation
Because communicating with consumers via
messaging apps and chatbots is much more intimate and interactive than the comment area
of a story or the “Contact us” area of a website, it
feels more personal. It’s a bit like having a private
messaging thread with the writer you like.
Content distributed on messaging apps also
creates traffic back to a media company’s website.
Content distributed over messaging is making up a growing percentage of media companies’
traffic. “Content distributed over messaging
makes up as much as 20 per cent of website traffic of [our] clients, which include German publisher Bild, Business Insider and NowThis,” Max
Koziolek, co-founder of Spectrm, a Berlin-based

with Outbrain is
that immediately on
launch, the bot will
instantly be equipped
with your audience
data because the
Outbrain code exists
on most publisher’s
website. As an AI
bot, it will gradually
and continually learn
what is interesting
and relevant to every
reader.
Facebook offers bot
development and
Telegram Messenger
provides publishers
with a robust bot
development kit.
“Dozens of startups
have popped up that
make it super simple
to build bots,” wrote
Mariya Yao, head of
design at TopBot, a
digital agency: “Some,
like API.ai, enable you
to build once and
deploy to Facebook,
Slack, Telegram, Kik,
and Amazon Echo.
Other bot-making
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tools let you create
specialised bots.
Olabot specialises in
making personal bots
to boost your personal
brand. ManyChat
helps businesses
make content bots
that distribute their
thought leadership.
According to digital
marketing consultant
Paul Chaney writing
in Marketing Tech
blog, here are the four
top chatbot building
services:
• CHATFUEL –
Chatfuel has a free
self-service chatbotbuilding platform
for anyone without
coding skills. At
the end of 2016,
Chatfuel had been
used to make more
than 120,000 bots
which at the time
were serving more
than five million
users. According to
its website, you can
launch a bot in just

chatbot startup, told Media Shift.
“This is the first time we can see trends in
how users behave, thanks to the rapid growth in
delivery of content over messaging platforms,”
said Koziolek. “The high degree of interaction
with content surprised [us]. About two-thirds
of all users asked for further content or context
on that same subject.”

Bots can outperform some humans
Chatbots can also go beyond answering questions.
If, for example, you asked a chatbot which new
movies were opening this weekend, the chatbot
could not only give you the titles, but it also could
smartly recognise you probably would appreciate
getting directions, and knowing the screening
times, parking information, and perhaps nearby
restaurants, without requiring the consumer to
ask those additional questions — something that
might not occur to a human customer service rep.
Beyond that, chatbots answer questions instantly. We all know what it’s like to be put on
hold when we call customer service, or wait for
hours or even days to get a reply to our enquiry

seven minutes. The
company specialises
in Facebook
Messenger.
• BOTSIFY – Like
Chatfuel, Botsify lets
you build a Facebook
Messenger chatbot
for free without
any coding. The
application only
requires a few steps
to get your bot up
and running. The
website says it can
beat Chatfuel in the
time needed: just
five minutes. It’s
free for unlimited
messages; pricing
plans begin when
you integrate with
other platforms and
services.
• PANDORABOTS –
For those who know
a little coding,
Pandorabots’
Playground is for
you. It is a free
service that uses a
scripting language
called AIML, which

stands for Artificial
Intelligence Markup
Language. While
it isn’t easy, the
website provides a
step-by-step tutorial
using the AIML
framework to get you
started. Pandorabots
will also build one for
you for a fee.
• FACEBOOK
MESSENGER
PLATFORM –
Facebook has
launched its own
bot platform but,
the truth is, you will
probably need to
hire a developer to
build it. The process
is not as simple as
the other tools. Still,
since it’s Facebook, it
is worth considering.
Then there is Octane
AI from the folks who
bring you ChatBots
Magazine:
• OCTANE AI: The
developers say
anyone can create

posted on a company’s “Contact us” site!

Chatbots are a super-efficient use of
resources
And for media companies focused on the efficient
use of resources, chatbots are easily the most
scalable way to communicate with consumers.
Period. If the choice is between one writer or
customer service rep talking to one person at
a time, or a bot talking to or solving problems
for tens, hundreds or even thousands of people
simultaneously, which would you choose?
Of course, not all consumer interactions
should be automated, but many can be. And
humans can (and do) monitor chatbot interactions with consumers at some companies, ready
to jump in if need be.
For chatbots using artificial intelligence (AI),
the customer relationships and interactions
get better with time. “The fact that the AI can
understand and predict the best and most relevant articles for each reader means that users
are more likely to read, read longer, and share
what they read with friends on social networks,”

a bot in minutes
using their system.
“You don’t have to
create your bot from
the ground up and
you don’t have to
learn conversational
interfaces; we’ve
done all of that
for you,” wrote
Matt Schlicht.
CEO of Octane AI,
founder of Chatbots
Magazine. “All
you have to do on
Octane AI is choose
what you want your
bot to do and then
customise it to
match your brand.”
If you want to try
building a bot on
your own using the
platform, Chatbots
Magazine has a tutorial
that claims you can do
so in about 15 minutes.
(Here’s the URL:
chatbot smagazine.
com/have-15-minutescreate-your-ownfacebook-messengerbot-481a7db54892)
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Chatbots Magazine’s
Schlicht also
recommends the
following services to
build your bot:

• wit.ai (https://wit.ai/)
• howdy’s botkit
(https://howdy.ai/
botkit/)
• api.ai (https://api.ai/)
• textit.in (https://
textit.in/)
• Motion.ai (https://
www.motion.ai)
• IBM’s Watson (www.
ibm.com/cloudcomputing/bluemix/
solutions/watson/)
• BeepBoopHQ
(https://beepboophq.
com/)
• Dexter (https://
rundexter.com/app/
spreadsheet-bot)
• converse.ai (www.
converse.ai/)
• Gupshup (https://
www.gupshup.io/
developer/home)
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“Our customers regularly
see 100% or more increases
in email engagement rates
and 50% or more increases
in social sharing rates
from chatbots.”
Nick Edwards
Boomtrain CEO and co-founder
speaking to PubExec

Boomtrain CEO and co-founder Nick Edwards
told PubExec. “Our customers regularly see 100
per cent or more increases in email engagement
rates and 50 per cent or more increases in social
sharing rates” from chatbots.
Media companies including Time’s People,
Variety and New Media Express (NME), as
well as Sky News, the
Nikkei Asian Review,
the Guardian, Washington Post, and New
York Times have all
launched chat bots.

developers.
Here are some of the types of bots:
• Personal finance bot
• Weather bot
• A bot that’s a friend to talk to
• Scheduling bot
• Grocery bot
• News bot
• Life advice bot
• Local services chatbot to, for example, order a taxi, make restaurant reservations, book
a hotel room
A ll the g ushing
Felix Salmon
Chatbots are
and rosy predictions,
Financial journalist
exploding
though, cannot mask
serious hurdles and
They are by no means
alone. In just five months after Facebook Mes- caution signs.
In early 2016, Microsoft launched a Twitter
senger enabled bots in the spring of 2016, more
than 30,000 bots were created, outpacing Apple’s chatbot named Tay with the “personality” of
App Store in both growth rate and number of a 19-year-old woman. Tay was designed to use

“For anybody trying
to build a brand today,
messaging is clearly the
most important new area
to conquer, and right now
the field is wide open.”
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artificial intelligence to learn from user interactions with “her”.

When bots go bad
Unlike China’s Xiaoice where the AI learning
went smoothly, Tay was “taught” some pretty
nasty stuff by online pranksters, and she began
to spit out racist, sexist messages. Microsoft was
forced to pull the plug after just 16 hours.
Bots also must get better at communicating
in everyday language.
But even if chatbots get more natural at conversations, consumers must still be able to find
them, and that’s a real marketing challenge for
media companies.
How media brands drive people to their bot
is not yet clear. “You can’t blast everyone from
your Facebook page and get them to subscribe
to you on Messenger,” Cory Haik, Mic’s chief
strategy officer, told Digiday. “You don’t want
to spam users. You want them to opt in, which
is a lot more meaningful for us. We’re trying to

figure out how to convert them to interact with
our bot on Messenger.”
One tactic is to use existing Facebook ads to
drive traffic directly to bots.

Internal editorial resistance to bots
Another hurdle to clear will be internal resistance, especially from the editorial department.
“There’s always resistance to new technologies,”
Boomtrain’s Edwards told PubExec. “The most
common resistance is from editors who mistakenly fear that they are being replaced. The reality
is that a good AI augments and extends the reach
of great editors.”
A final hurdle will be analytics. As with everything digital, tracking is essential. Previously, bots had very little in the way of analytics, but
fortunately, the situation has improved. Facebook
has been increasing its analytics. Developers can
insert code to bot links, giving media companies
a window into the origin of their traffic.
And for those of you who have had underwhelming experiences with chatbots, suffice
to say that the buzz is not so much about their
2016 iteration but in what they will be capable
of doing. As developers make chatbots more
human-like with personalities and the ability
to recognise and respond to an ever-growing
number of speech patterns, the interactions will
become richer and more personal.
But until then, it is critical that media companies not over-promise or they’ll end up disappointing users. “Everyone going after AI to try
make this scale seems a little too soon,” Greylock
venture capital firm partner Josh Elman told
Chatbot magazine. “Texting to a computer that
doesn’t understand many things you are saying
can be very aggravating. So be careful early not
to over-promise, and give users guard rails.”
The benefits of messaging apps and chatbots
are many. “Messaging apps are the platforms of
the future and bots will be how their users access
all sorts of services,” Peter Rojas, entrepreneur in
residence at Betaworks, told ChatBot magazine.

The benefits of bots
According to TopBot’s Mariya Yao, the benefits
of effective chatbots are well worth the effort:
• SCALE: “A single chatbot can perform many
of the tasks customer service and marketing
teams usually perform but at a much lower cost,
enabling a small firm to significantly bolster
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How to measure chatbot success
In the brave new world of chatbots, what constitutes success?
Is it similar to desktop and
mobile with time spent and
engagement being key? Or
is it something altogether
different befitting the different
experience?
“Traditional metrics like DAU/
MAU (Daily Active Users and
Monthly Active Users) and
analytics tools like Google
Analytics or Mixpanel
work well for websites and
mobile apps, but the unique
conversational nature of
chatbots requires a different
perspective on performance,”
according to Mariya Yao; head
of design at TopBot, a digital
agency specialising in chatbot
& conversational experiences.
“Some traditional metrics
may even be misleading,”
she said. “Session length
is often used as a proxy for

“Traditional
metrics like
DAU/MAU and
analytics tools
work well for
websites and
mobile apps,
but the unique
conversational
nature of
chatbots requires
a different
perspective on
performance”
Mariya Yao

Head of design
at TopBot

user engagement on web
and mobile. However, many
chatbots are utilitarian
and should be a functional
shortcut compared to their
app or website counterparts.
Increased session length could
mean users are confused or
the conversational flow is
inefficient.”
Yao, who does chatbots for
a living, says there are bot
analytics companies like
Dashbot and Botanalytics,
and they as well as others in
the industry and TopBot have
determined that, to date, the
following are the five chatbot
metrics that produce the most
useful insights:
1. Active and engaged rates
Many users barely interact
with a chatbot before
churning off. Forty per
cent of a bot’s users only
interact one time. Given
the high churn, identifying
and nurturing active and
engaged users is key to
long-term success.
2. Confusion triggers The
incidences when your
bot says a version of “I
don’t understand” must
be closely watched. Also
useful is seeing what user
inputs caused the bot’s
confusion.
3. Conversation steps
“Every chatbot needs
to know their average
conversation steps,” says
Ilker Koksal of Botanalytics.
Utility-driven chatbots
have lower average
conversation steps vs.
entertainment-driven
chatbots.
4. Average number of
conversations/user/
session
The number of
conversations a user
has with a bot is
highly correlated with
engagement. According
to Koksal, the average
conversations per month
range from 1.42 to 4.79
for the bots on the
Botanalytics platform.
Paying attention to how

Average # Conversations
/ User fluctuates over
time gives bot developers
insight into potential
shortcomings and how to
fix them.
5. Retention: 1 day, 7 day,
and 30 day
The best retention period
to focus on varies based
on a bot’s purpose. “Bots
that offer repeat services
like food delivery should
focus on 7 day retention,”
says Koksal, “Whereas
a content or media bot
relies on daily engagement
and benefits most from
analyzing 1 Day Retention.
If a user doesn’t like the
format of the content
presented, they’re unlikely
to come back the next
day.”
“And then there is what you
might call “open-ended
analytics” — Asking for
feedback.
“Your bot has to ask for
feedback,” wrote Yao. “Simple
and obvious, right? Yet very
few chatbots employ useful
feedback loops.
“When you finish a task, that
is a wonderful time to ask for
feedback,” says Yang. Even
if a chatbot is completely
utilitarian and only uses card
options with users, asking
an open-ended question
requesting feedback after a
key completed action enables
developers to get valuable,
qualitative insights.
“When a low score is
registered, a human admin
from the Ask Haley team
takes over from the bot and
manually engages with the
“user,” said Yang. “This ensures
that users have an empathetic
listener who adapts to their
issues. Asking for feedback
won’t always improve your
bot, but not implementing
intelligent feedback loops
means your team will miss
critical information used
to design new features, fix
frustrating bugs, and drive
your user engagement.
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its profitability.”
only do I believe that bots will dethrone websites
• CONVENIENCE: “Chatbots promise unprec- and mobile apps, I actually believe that bots may
edented levels of convenience as seen in how replace websites and mobile apps altogether.”
consumers use the Assist chatbot to organise
multiple apps to make everyday stuff — such as How do media companies make money
calling a ride, booking hotel accommodations, from bots?
dining out, and sending gifts — very easy to do.” OK, so they’re powerful and popular and person• ENGAGEMENT: “Chatbots prevent customer al, but do they make any money?
engagements from going stale, idle or unproIt’s still early, and as a result, the media comductive by initiating dialogue and providing panies experimenting with messaging apps and
targeted options for consumers.”
chatbots are taking the long view. They say they
• PERSONALISATION: “Chatbots can be pro- are doing it primarily for learning, audience degrammed to build a unique and organic per- velopment, access to young readers, mindshare,
sonal profile for each customer over time, en- and brand recognition to position themselves to
abling companies to deliver real ‘personalised’ ultimately gain a share of wallet on chat platservice.”
forms.
• VERSATILITY: “Applications are endless. ChatLast summer, the Global Editors Network and
bots have been known to function as lawyers, Empirical Media produced a landmark “Why
doctors, personal stylists, concierges, finance Chat Matters” report looking at messaging app
advisers, fitness trainers, teachers, tech sup- efforts at 12 media companies in 10 countries.
port, pets, and even
The nearly 100-page
romantic partners.”
report details edito• NATURAL INTERACrial and business obTIONS: “Chatting is
jectives, editorial best
second nature to us
practices, analytics,
success measures,
since we primarand monetisation.
ily interact with
(You can request a
each other through
conversation. This
copy of the report at:
makes our use of
empiricalmedia.com/
Matt Schlicht
chatbots much more
contact-us/)

Talking to a bot will be like
talking to a real person who
has instant access to entire
databases of information
and can process your
thoughts and desires
instantly,”
ChatBotMag founder and Octane AI CEO

intuitive and easy
than clicking on a
bunch of buttons with a mouse in traditional
user interfaces. Additionally, millennials and
teens — who represent the bulk of tomorrow’s
market — spend more time on messaging apps
than on social media sites, creating a huge opportunity for businesses who want to reach
them on those platforms.”
• DARK SOCIAL: And BI.com believes chatbots
are especially appealing to media companies
because they allow brands to tap into users’
“dark social” activity. Dark social traffic stems
from people sharing content privately through
IM programs, messaging apps, and email,
among other means.
“Talking to a bot will be like talking to a real
person who has instant access to entire databases of information and can process your thoughts
and desires instantly,” wrote ChatBotMag
founder and Octane AI CEO Matt Schlicht. “Not

The repor t researchers found that
the media companies saw revenue potential in
print/chat app combinations, scaling chat app
groups around common interests for sponsors
and advertisers, and listening to chat audiences
in order to create new communities and products that can be monetised.
Others envision more possibilities, including
subscriptions (pay for access to unique bot or
chat app content), native or sponsored content,
affiliate marketing, research (for a price), lead
generation, pure retail, and cost per conversation.
There’s already a term for the transactional
revenue piece — “conversational commerce”
(using a messaging app or chatbot conversation
to move a user to a conversion).
The Chinese high-end consumer lifestyle
magazine group Trends has already been using
messaging apps to drive sales of print editions.
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ers, all of which could lead to a ranking system
akin to SEO, according to Digiday.
To avoid repeating the largely failed banner
ad approach, experts say the monetisation of
messaging apps and chat must take a totally different approach. “It’s a post-advertising period
that we’re entering,” digital agency VCCP Media
founder Paul Mead told Digiday. “Ads on messenger is the first step toward monetising a messaging
platform. WhatsApp has been free of ads all this
time, but Facebook knows what its North Star is.
A lot of these early iterations are learning about
the role of a brand in that ecosystem.”

“Chatbots
[make] it easy,
natural and fun
for the consumer
to engage with
brands without
feeling like it’s an
advertisement or
marketing.”
Evan Wray

Assistants), you may be in the same boat as those
people who said they didn’t need a website in the
early 2000s,” Tom Anthony, head of R&D at delivery optimisation company Distilled, wrote on
Moz. “They are going to have a profound effect on
the way people search, the types of search they
do, and the way they consume and act upon the
results of those searches.

Bots offer a one-stop-shop to answer
many needs

“People will conduct searches, review data, and
make purchases entirely inside that one interface,
completely bypassing web search (already hapChatbots are changing how humans
pening) and even checking out inside the personal
communicate and act
assistant (within the next 12 months) and thus
In addition to new revenue potential, messaging bypassing websites.”
apps and chatbots are changing how consumers
“IPAs (Intelligent Personal Assistants) repget and act on information.
resent an absolutely massive opportunity, and
“Chatbots represent a new trend in how people it would be easy to underestimate the impact
access information,
they will have (in the
make decisions, and
same way many peocommunicate. We
ple underestimated
mobile initially),”
think that chatbots are
wrote Anthony. “If
the beginning of a new
you’ve been on the
form of digital access,
fence about building
which centres on mesTom Anthony
a [chatbot] app, you
saging,” Christie Pitts,
Head of R&D at delivery optimisation company
Distilled
should re-evaluate
manager of Ventures
Development at Verithat decision.”
zon Ventures, told Forbes.
“The shift is inevitable: Businesses must go
“Bots are going to explode and the phenome- where their customers are,” wrote Chris Mesnon is sure to run through into the foreseeable sina, developer experience lead at Uber. “But I
future,” Swyft Media co-founder and VP Evan hope brands stop and soak up the moment, rather
Wray told IBTimes UK. “Chatbots [make] it easy, than seeing conversations as another channel for
natural and fun for the consumer to engage with spamming unsuspecting consumers.
brands without feeling like it’s an advertisement
“With proper forethought and consideration,
or marketing. While chatbots may not replace the bots present a new, unpolluted opportunity to
app experience entirely, they can offer a new and build lasting relationships with people,” wrote
flexible way for brands to create new experiences Messina. “Brands should ask themselves why
for mobile users.”
they exist, and then think critically about how
Jarrod Dicker, ad product and engineering a conversational encounter can support their
head at The Washington Post, was even more mission.
enthusiastic in talking with Digiday last spring:
“Bots, like the apps before them, aren’t a pan“We’re seeing the next phase of communication acea,” wrote Messina. “Bots won’t save your busitoday; it blasts away anything we’ve ever seen ness or make you great if you don’t already care
before away. The opt-in from all companies to deeply about your customers. But bots can make
be a part of it and have a one-stop shop through it easier to interact with people in contexts that
Messenger will change how everyone uses the feel safe and familiar. If brands and companies
internet from commerce to publishing.”
seize the opportunity to meet people where they
“If your long-term marketing/business plan are in their own technological evolution, they’ll
doesn’t account for IPAs (Intelligent Personal be rewarded with relationships that endure.”

“If you’ve been on the fence
about building a [chatbot]
app, you should re-evaluate
that decision.”

Swyft Media co-founder
and VP

“Our business innovation in subscription
marketing has been to promote magazine sales
with social preheating [promotion] on messaging
apps,” said Kai Fei Wang.
To enable this preheating, “we created a fashionable lifestyle community matrix on messaging
apps, offering information and service to fashionistas directly, including 37 WeChat accounts
users can follow, nine WeChat service accounts,
28 official Weibo accounts.”
The strategy of social preheating of “online
booking” of magazine sales to high-end readers in
China is working. “It worked so well, we created a
momentarily out-of-stock magazine!” said Wang.
In less than ten minutes, 10,000 copies of the
Harper’s Bazaar “White Valentine’s Day” cover

(about a popular star) sold out; in 36 hours, a total
of 50,000 copies sold out, according to Wang. The
company was forced into three press runs.
Magazine media companies can also use messaging apps to sell advertising.
In late 2016, Facebook opened up Messenger
to ads after experimenting with partners Uber
and Marriott.
In introducing ads to the previously “virgin”
territory of social messaging and chatapps,
Facebook is focused on ensuring that the user
experience isn’t cheapened or abusive or spammy.
There will be a system to cap both the amount
and frequency of ads. Facebook is also watching
the speed with which bots reply to questions as
well as usability and how a bot interacts with us-
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